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Performance at Vejle Floating Art, 2018

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front 
only the essential facts of life ... and not, when I came to die, 
discover that I had not lived. 
                - Henry David Thoreau

 

Department of Immersive Studies of Nature is a performance 
work that acts as a field study of immersion in the nature and ex-
istentialism of gaming. During a full day performance two men 
will immerse themselves in Walden, A Game in where they wull 
relive Henry Thoreau’s life and nature philosophy during his set-
tlement in the Walden forest through a virtual universe.

The performance was initiated as a response to Floating Art in 
Vejle in where artist were invited to do a work in relation to the 
Fjord and the nature of Vejle. The performance was simply two 
men sitting on a raft on Vejle Fjord playing Walden, A Game. 
They sat  by a folding table with their own laptops in front of 
them. The performance went on from 10 am - 18 in June. 
The gameplay and the scenario on the raft was live-streamed from 
Vejle Kunstmuseums and Jamboys Facebook profiles during the 
performance from where participants could follow the gameplay 
as well as the two men gaming. 

The performance seeks to focus on the contemporary relation-
ship between nature, digitalisation and identity by humorously 
investigating immersion, contemplation and nature in digital 
association.

 Department of Immersive Studies of Nature    



Participatory Short Film - ‘When Strangers Move In’

 

Selam Selam is a film project based on a participatory process with a Eritrean refugee community, 
who were given temporarily residence in an out-of-use retirement home, Hannebjerg, located in 
an upper-class residential area in the town of Hørsholm, Denmark. Together with the Eritrean 
community we opened up a filmstudio in one of the leftover rooms. This functioned as a platform 
for experiments and cultural exchange, where the everyday life in Hannebjerg in relation to the 
neighbourhood where documented, performed and reenacted. 

The process ended out in the 20 min short film When Strangers Move In that depicts the everyday 
life of the community. The film is a poetic and nomadic mediation on the life of refugees and their 
becoming and fragility in relation to the new territories they enter socially, physically and mentally.

The narration of the film is made with a voice over in Tigrinya language, which describes
the different events as they unfold. The film is told through a nomadic, open-ended and playful 
process of life as it unfolds; describing moments, events and feelings as they interfere in time and 
space.

Furthermore this project experiments with the role of the artist as a cross-disciplinary researcher 
on social contemporary realities, participatory processes and production of aesthetics. Part of the 
project is a range of publications on participation, intercultural issues of local planning, media and 
everyday perceptions, as well as media and aesthetics. 

SCREENINGS / EXHIBITIONS:

Screening at Copenhagen Cinema: Cinemateket in Collaboration with Flugttanker, 6th of September 2018

Screening at Cinema Trommen, Hørsholm, and DR, Danish Radio, in March-April, 2019

PUBLICATIONS:

Social Aesthetic experiments and participation PAIC Journal (Participatory Art for Invisible Communities), Dec. 2018.

Emerging Publics through Participatory Filmmaking, PLOT Journal, Parson School of Design, March 2018.

Becoming Citizen - Spatial and Expressive Acts When Strangers Move In, in Migration, Boundaries and Differentiated 
Citizenship, Social Inclusion, Cogitiao Press, Okt 2018

 

 SELAM SELAM    



Screenshots from When Strangers Move In 
Move In



 
Aqui y Ahora - Venta Especial is a poster campaign 

based on a one months research with nine different 

street vendors of Buenos Aires. The exhibition is part 

of the ongoing poster concept which explores and 

discuss the poetic, performative and commercial lay-

ers of informal workers, migrants and dwellers in 

public space. It brings together contemporary media 

and urban aesthetics into new collaborative practices 

that both search to challegne and elaborate on no-

madic consumerism and desires of cosmolitan cities. 

Aqui y Ahora - Venta Especial, Matienschön, Cultural Club 

Matienzo, Buenos Aires, 2017 

       Aqui y Ahora - Venta Especial     



African Cup of Nations in Folkets Park   

Urban Monument, Printed Event Publicity. 

In collaboration with a group of homeless West-African migrants living in the public park Folkets 

Park (The Peoples Park) in central Copenhagen, we designed a small-scale public event; an open-

air cinema curated by the West-African community, screening films and African football at their 

temporary settlement. The cinema reenacted the feeling of a living room and togetherness though 

new local elements such as the African football tournament, culture and movies. The project can be 

seen to demonstrate a productive desire towards interculturalism, new commons and rights to the city, 

furthermore it can be seen to question the migrants lack of shelters and rights, and the fading feeling of 

a home and belonging.

- Exhibited at Afsnit I social entrepreneurship, 2015.  

Hypernation    

Video 4:30 

The work is based on the experiences, conversations and discussion with the West-African  

migrants in Folkets Park, Copenhagen. It  focus on a unfixed and nomadic view and story on 

the refugee situation which could be seen as a counter-story to the media discourse and the 

simplifications in everyday language. The film examine the migrant as a traveler and explores 

the process of movement as escape, desire and dreams, but more important as a two-sided project 

“to give something and receive something in return” it adopt a sensible languague that descripes 

the effects of movement, adaption and settlement. 

 

- Hitparade, Museo Nationale dell Automobile, Torino 2015-2016

- Afsnit I social entrepreneurship, 2015.

Screenshot of film



Jamboy Leasing          

Installation consisting of: Video The Jamboy 13 min, Minigolf course, Merchandise, 

Marmelade Jars, Flies, 4 C-prints on Paper, Performance, Looping GIF-video, webpage   .  

According to myth a jamboy was a character introduced in the 1800-century’s colonial 

areas as a central part of leisure culture. When the gentry went to play golf, native young 

men covered in jam would follow the golfers on a distance of 20-30 meters. The jamboys 

would attract flies and bees to ensure a pleasurable golfing experience.

The exhibition was created as a pop-up-office leasing out Jamboys. The exhibition 

investigated the fragmented myth-making of the Jamboy and explored the aesthetic 

layers, function and demand of the Jamboy as a way to rewrite the myth into contemporary 

society.

The exhibition put forward a discussion on themes as social hierchies and ethics   

connected to the contemporary leisure and entertainment consumption. 

- Solo Exhibition, Gallery Prince, Copenhagen 2016  



Details from Jamboy leasing exhibtion: C-prints on paper, shopwindows, performance. 



Songs from a Soup Can       

C-prints on Paper(50*70) and video 4 min. 

For a retrospect poster exhibition at Tapperiet in Køge, 
two new posters were created with a shoepolisher 
in central Copenhagen and a Harmonica Player at 
Køge train station. Along the poster works a new film 
‘Breathing Objects’ were shown, a film depicting a 
broad selection of sales objects that we have found in 
the streets of India, Italy and Denmark.

- Solo exhibition and permanent decoration at Tapperiet Køge 
Denmark

Video 4:31

This video work shows a person walking 

from Grande Arche in La Defense to Lou-

vre. During the walk his tourist t-shirt pic-

turing Mona Lisa is slowly dissolving until 

he is left bare-chested in front of the Lou-

vre.   

Mona Lisa Fucks for Money  



WHO WE ARE ?                  

Performance

As an attempt of understanding how our bodies, 

minds and identities are shaped in relation to the 

increasing digital reality, we decided to let our 

digital selves free.  

Confronting our passive stilstanding bodies, visi-

tors had full access to and control of our digital 

identity; laptops, cellphones, passwords, bank ac-

counts, social media accounts, passports, credit-

cards etc. The performance went on for 6 hours a 

day in three days. During the performance several 

alterations was made on our digitals selves. 

The performance raised questions on social rela-

tions in contempory media and  control society, 

but also put forward ideas about identities of con-

templation, endurence and embodied communi-

cation. 

- Galore Festival Cph, 2013



[Staj l] e

Installation, Website, Tobacco Production and Entrepreneurship Campaign 

The exhibition style [Stajel] consisted of the creation of a new entrepreneurship campaign. The campaign 

marked the beginning of a socially oriented and responsible cigarette company, whose economic profits 

finance cancer research, smoking prevention, medical equipment etc. In this way the company both sustains 

and destroys its own livelihood through a radical marketing strategy.

The exhibition consisted of a public installation (image),  a website gathering open-source recipes for 

tobaccoproduction, and an advertisement campaign for the social benefits the product. Furthermore a small 

tobaccoproduction was started in Roskilde Museum of Contemporary Art.

- Roskilde Museum of Contemporary Art, 2015, Snæverstien. Portraitet in Weekendavisen and P1 Eftermiddag (Danish Radio) 



Free Roses  

Prints 90 x 120, Wooden Salesbox, Roses

Collaboration with two informal working 

immigrants from Senegal and Bangladesh. A 

small installation depicts commercials for their 

informal business and a Senegalese accessory 

shop is displayed. During the opening of the 

art fair, Shohel, a rose vendor from Bangladesh, 

was handing out free roses and business cards 

to visitors. 

- Paratissima, Turin, 2014, Awarded in the best Annual 
selection at Paratissima Selection

Torino Poster Campaign   

10 C - Prints 50 x 70

Torino Poster Camapaign is based on a field study 

of the social patterns, culture and aesthetic of the 

street dwellers and vendors of Torino, Italy. Our 

understanding of their world were processed within 

the exchange and simultaneous production of 

pictures, business cards, postcards and posters.

This poster campaign started a poster collaboration 

with 9 different street vendors/dwellers each 

belonging to different groups and territories of the 

city. Each vendor/dweller got his/her own personal 

designed poster. The Poster Campaign has been part 

of a fluid exhibition concept shown in various public 

places in Torino. 

The Torino poster campaign is a continuation of the 

research, production and collaboration with informal 

working migrants. It is an idea of travelling poster-

production that desires to understand and represent 

the people that live, work and dream in the cracks of 

society. 

Images: Selection of posters and installation of posters and     the 
film Hypernation at Mauto. 

Hitparade, Museo Nazionale Dell* Automobile, Turin,2015-16.  

Bottega Barretti, Torino, Italy, 2016

Eno, Via Gallardi 12, Torino. 2017
 



Free Roses  

Urban Intervention and Exhibition.

After studying the presence of commercial and global symbolics, images and values 

amongst the informal vendors and street dwellers in the central Mumbai, we got knowl-

edge on how images of hierarchies, consumption, class and global citizenship is shaping 

an utopian imagination amongst the urban poor. These observations led to the decision 

to open a nomadic advertisement bureau offering free graphic advertisement consulta-

tion to dwellers and informal sellers of the streets of Mumbai. By doing this we aimed 

at rerouriting  forms of representation into a local aesthetic languague created with the 

participants. The project furthermore put attention on a segregated urban society that 

tends to criminalize activities of the urban poor such as squatting, streetdwelling and 

street vending. By setting up a participatory advertisement process these groups are 

rather imagined and represented as a vital and essential part of the urban environment.   

During the three month workshop with various groups of different ethnicities and in-

formal business participated in the advertisement workshop and designed commercial 

representation of their work or everyday life. The process resulted in a public poster 

campaign as well as an exhibition.

By time this concept has developmed into a global nomadic advertisement bureau so 

far working with informal vendors and street dwellers in Denmark, Italy and Argentina.

Colaba People Picture Show, Jamboy. Clark House Initiative, Mumbai, Dec 2013.

And I laid traps fot the troubadours who get killed before they reached Bombay, Kadist Art Foundation, 
Paris, France. 2014.

Nomad In TImes, Taipei Contemporary Art Center, 2014.  

Tales Between Borders, Clark House Initiative,
Mumbai, India, 2014

 
Songs from a Soup Can, Tapperiet, Køge, 2017.         

Colaba People Picture Show 





Contract on paper, Performance, Video 2.25. 

After the establishment of a White Leasing Company in Copenhagen we agreed the first con-

tract between  the White Leasing Association and Mr. Khan; informal tourist photographer in 

Mumbai. WLA is obliged to lease 2 whites to work under Khan’s instruction. 20 % of the earn-

ings during leasing period is to be paid to WLA. As a result of the contract we worked for Mr. 

Khan as photographic objects and attraction for his tourist photography business. During the 

period Mr. Khan’s earning was raised by 700 %.  

- Colaba People Picture Show, Jamboy. Clark House Initiative, Mumbai, Dec 2013 - jan 2014. 
    

- Nomad in Times, Taipei Contemporary Art Center, 2014

Picture With  White 

Bottom image depicts Shah Khan, top images depict 
the photography business at India Gateway, Mumbai.



Demonstration, Images of stray dogs

During our collaboration with street dwellers and informal vendors in Mumbai India we collect-

ed expressions of humour and frustration about everyday life on the street, society, economics 

and politics. With these expression we organised a public demonstration with stray dogs. The 

dogs were dressed in t-shirts that turned everyday frustration and humours into political slogans. 

The T-shirt were for example stating: Dogs Against Corruption, No Monni no Fonni, 24 hours full 
of power and no shower, Former dog of Mr. Tendulka, Dreams/Lies, Nothing New Under the Sun 
or Sad and Beautiful World. 
 

- Colaba People Picture Show, Jamboy. Clark House Initiative, Mumbai, Dec 2013 - jan 2014. 
    

Dogs Against Corruption  



Container Town         2015

Planning Proposal, Innosite competition. 

Project proposal for the Innosite competition 

to rethink the urban construction site of the 

Copenhagen Metro in to order to search for 

potentials to enhance the public life around the 

site during the construction period. Our proposal 

focused on the everyday life of the construction 

workers, and suggested to optimize and relocate 

their barracks, create a workers bistro, and organize 

the flows to and from the site. In that way the social 

life of the workers is used as vitality to contribute 

the public atmosphere during construction periods.

    Istedgade Project - Green Spots   2014

Collaboration with Kenneth Balfelt

We have been assisting artist and urbanist 

Kenneth Balfelt on the development of 

“Forgrønningen af Istedgade”, that gathered 

the local citizens of Istedgade to develop and 

maintain the area as the most green urban space 

of Copenhagen.  



Creation of Atelier for Young rtists

This project is the formation of an association 

for young artists and entrepreneurs without 

artistic education, to provide working space and 

network for artistic and creative projects in various 

fields. The foundation is based at Bredgade in 

Copenhagen, and the primary objective is to 

form a space that set up social interaction during 

artistic development and  in creation of  creative 

projects. After establishing the association it is now 

functioning as a self driven society, that gives young 

people the possibility to organize cultural events, 

exhibitions and collaborative creative projects. 

Founded 2013

Polarkiet     

Video of private recordings from local citizens and 
citizen discussion.

The video is created by a collection of home 

videos of the inhabitant of the fishermen 

habour, it puts a perspective on the divergent 

social environments and changing old 

Northen Harbour of Copenhagen. The film 

was screened in a pop up cinema and used a 

medium for reclecting about space, aesthetics, 

everyday life, memory and community.

- Pop-up-Cinema, Fiskerihavnen, Copenhagen 2013

North Habour          

Urbanist Monument.

Given the task by the local planning authority of Valby 

Copenhagen to create an event involving local habitants 

in a new local urban plan for Toftegaards Square, we 

decided to build up a holiday home and live there for 

9 days. The point was to show an alternative use of the 

square and to use our home as a base for discussion and 

visualisation of possible solutions. During our stay at the 

square the installation functioned as a living workshop for 

bypassers and regular users of the square. Furthermore 

we collaborated with local childcare institutions to 

describe current discomforts and possible futures of the 

area, using different methods varying from interviews, 

sketchings or photowalks. All ideas and discussions 

resulted in a report sent back to the municipality. 

The project suggested a form of citymaking based on 

encounters and relational qualities. 

- Toftegaards Plads, Valby, Copenhagen, 2013.    

Holiday at Toftegaards Square 


